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The literature on the interaction between electoral rules and the performance of the political system has been traditionally imbalanced. Political scientists have spent almost all their energies on determining the effects of electoral laws both on political stability (Hermens 1941 , Lijphart 1994 ) and on voting behavior and party systems (Duverger 1954 , Rae 1971 , Taagapera and Shugart 1989 . By contrast, little effort has been devoted to explain what causes the high degree of cross-national variation in electoral laws --with the exception of two seminal (yet still theoretically underdeveloped) contributions by Rokkan (1970) and Rogowski (1987) .
1 This paper attempts to fill this gap. Consequently, it maps out the conditions under which the ruling parties, anticipating the effects of different electoral regimes on voters and candidates, choose different sets of electoral rules to maximize their chances of securing parliamentary representation as well as cabinet posts.
Electoral rules should be mainly seen as formal institutions that encourage the strategic behavior of both elites and voters and hence force their coordination around a set of viable candidates. To avoid wasting their ballots on hopeless candidates, voters are likely to vote for politicians that are ranked second or lower in their preference ordering. Similarly, elites tend to pay attention to and concentrate resources on candidates that are expected to win. The extent of strategic behavior among voters and elites varies with the constraining effects of electoral rules. Generally speaking, the higher the electoral law sets the entry barrier (or electoral threshold), the more extended strategic behavior will be.
Anticipating the coordinating consequences of electoral rules, any current government (provided it has the monopoly over electoral rule-making) shapes the electoral rules to its advantage. Two results follow. As long as the electoral situation does not change substantially and the current rules serve the ruling parties well, the government has no incentives to modify the electoral regime. However, as soon as the electoral arena changes, the government considers altering the electoral system. If it calculates that the strategic behavior of voters will not upset its dominant position, it will maintain (or introduce) high entry barriers (that is, a plurality rule). On the contrary, if it foresees that, by inducing any strategic behavior (among voters and elites), the current rules will erode its parliamentary power substantially, it will change them (lowering thresholds or entry barriers) to increase the degree of proportionality.
As shown in the paper, these sets of calculations explain the historical development of electoral systems in the advanced world since the turn of the century. The electoral system (structured around plurality or majority rules) remained unchanged under the era of limited suffrage. Yet, as soon as universal suffrage was adopted, leading to the massive entry of mostly potential left-wing voters and, therefore, to a radically new electoral arena, the ruling elites followed different solutions. In line with the model, the plurality/majority system survived under two circumstances. First, it remained in place in those countries in which the new entrant (a socialist party) was weak and, itself the victim of strategic voting, could not challenge any of the established parties. Second, it was maintained in those countries in which, although the new entrant became strong, one of the established or nonsocialist parties retained a dominant position in the nonsocialist camp: since it could easily attract the strategic vote of all nonsocialist voters (mostly worried about blocking the victory of social democracy), the dominant party acted rationally in maintaining a highly constraining electoral rule. By contrast, proportional representation was adopted in those countries in which the socialist party was strong and nonsocialist parties controlled roughly similar shares of the electorate. Not reducing the electoral threshold would have led to an overwhelming victory of the socialist party. Again, in line with the argument being presented, as soon as the electoral arena became stable and the party system froze along certain cleavages, policy-makers lost interest in modifying the electoral regime. Abrupt changes in electoral laws have been rare in the last eight decades, with the exception of those nations in which party systems have remained unsettled.
The paper is organized as follows. The first section develops the theoretical argument. Taking
Rokkan's seminal contribution (Rokkan 1970 ) as a point of departure, the main part of section 1 develops an analytical model that unveils the rationale behind the choices made in the advanced world in the last century (subsections 1 and 2). The rest of the first section discusses those models that claim that states choose a proportional representation system to maximize the social welfare: either because it generates efficiency gains by preventing rent-seeking and securing free trade (subsection 3); or because, in securing the representation of political minorities, it reduces the level of political conflict (subsection 4). The second section describes the sample employed, introduces the concept of effective electoral threshold (to measure the nature of electoral systems), and describes the latter's evolution in the advanced world in the last century. The third section successfully tests the model of section 1. It also shows that while the trade hypothesis is unconvincing, a higher ethnic or religious fragmentation encourages, given certain conditions, the adoption of proportional representation. The fourth section concludes.
A THEORY OF THE SELECTION OF ELECTORAL SYSTEMS.

The Rokkan Hypothesis
In his discussion of the adoption of proportional representation (PR) in European countries at the turn of the century, Rokkan offers a first interpretation of the causal forces that determine the selection of different electoral regimes. PR rules were introduced "through a convergence of pressures from below and from above. The rising working class wanted to gain access to the legislatures, and the most threatened of the old-established parties demanded PR to protect their position against the new waves of mobilized voters created by universal suffrage." (Rokkan 1970: 157) 2 Although Rokkan's analysis rightly points to the key role that the calculations that political elites make about their future electoral strength play in the design of electoral rules, his argument is underspecified. Other than stating that political elites will adopt PR to protect their political stakes, it does not indicate the conditions under which policy-makers will feel 'threatened' enough to change the current electoral system. As a result, Rokkan's hypothesis runs into several problems. First, if PR was adopted to lessen the chances that an increasingly stronger socialist party could win an absolute parliamentary 
An Analytical Generalization of the Rokkan Hypothesis
To understand why the ruling parties shifted (or not) to PR at the turn of the century in the advanced world, I proceed to develop an argument organized around three sequential steps.
The consequences of electoral rules
Electoral rules are constraining devices that, by encouraging strategic behavior among voters and elites, force the coordination of resources and ballots on a reduced set of candidates. Instrumentallyrational voters eschew voting for candidates they expect to do poorly in the next election, even if this means supporting second-ranked candidates in their preference orderings. Similarly, political elites avoid wasting their time and resources on hopeless candidates. As a result of these two processes, and as long as everybody agrees on the probabilities every candidate has to win, votes and resources flow to 'stronger'
candidates. In equilibrium, through either the instantaneous coordination of all political actors or the The extent of strategic behavior, and the number of candidates willing and able to stand in elections, varies with the electoral rule in place. In single-member plurality systems voters coordinate, given a set of conditions I discuss in detail below (when I define the mechanisms that lead to the choice of the electoral law), around two candidates (Cox 1997: 69-79; Duverger 1954: 217) . Strategic voting declines, however, as the proportionality of the electoral system increases. Since seats can be gained with only a fraction of the total vote, voters have fewer incentives to abandon their most preferred candidates.
Accordingly, the number of viable candidates increases with PR. 
The stability of the electoral arena and the calculations of rulers
Since electoral laws are determined by policy-makers, we should expect that the ruling political parties, anticipating the (varying) effects of different electoral regimes, choose those that maximize their chances of staying in power. 7 Two points follow. As long as the electoral arena does not change substantially and the electoral rules serve them well, the governing parties have no incentives to change the electoral system. 8 But, as soon as change takes place and the previous structure of partisan competition starts to unravel, the ruling parties consider modifying the electoral system to maintain their political advantage.
Electoral systems were relatively stable throughout the 19 th century. With the introduction of universal suffrage at the turn of the century, the conditions under which political competition had 6 For empirical evidence showing that strategic voting diminishes substantially in large (four or more seats) districts (Cox 1997: 103-121 ).
7 Throughout the paper I assume that the parties in government (i.e. those with a majority of seats in parliament) have the monopoly over electoral norms. As should become apparent from the discussion below, if changing electoral norms requires a supra-majority, the incentives to adopt a PR system are likely to increase.
8 If there are two main parties contending for government, they will be satisfied with the current electoral arrangements as long as their chances of getting in power are even. The longer one of the parties stays out of office (that is, that its probability of getting in power declines below 0.5), the higher the likelihood that it will press for an electoral reform. 
The reform of the electoral system as a function of the viability of the old party system
Shifting to PR does not automatically derive from confronting changed electoral conditions. The extent to which the ruling parties embrace PR depends on the interaction of two main conditions, which determines the electoral viability of the ruling parties in the future. First, the introduction of PR hinges on the strength of the new entering parties (the socialist party at the turn of the century). Second, it depends on the coordinating capacities of the ruling parties, that is, whether they are tied in votes (and therefore unable to coordinate) or there is a dominant party (that becomes the focal point around which nonsocialist voters gradually coordinated). As summarized in a simple matrix in Table 1 (and discussed in detail below), in those cases in which there are no new parties and/or one of the old parties leads in the nonsocialist camp, a non-PR system survives any changes in the electoral market (such as the introduction of universal suffrage). Yet, as soon as a new party draws substantial support and the ruling parties are tied in votes, the incentives to embrace PR become irresistible.
[ Table 1 here] 9 Notice that the introduction of universal suffrage is taken as given in this article. However, the ruling parties could also decide to block any change in the electoral arena. Whether they decided to block democracy or not (a decision not modeled in this article) depended on how feasible it was to maintain the status quo. Whenever the ruling policy-makers calculated that an authoritarian strategy was not rational (that is, that, by leading to a bloody uprising or even to civil war, it could generate losses greater than full participation), their only solution lay in reshaping the rules of the game (including the electoral system) to maintain a certain political or institutional advantage.
A. The single-member plurality system as the point of departure. Before the adoption of universal suffrage at the turn of the century, all elections were conducted under non-PR rules, mainly in the form of single-member plurality systems but also in the form of single-member dual-ballot systems. 10 I examine first, as the benchmark case, how the conditions specified above shaped the decisions of the governing party (parties) at the beginning of the 20 th century under the single-member plurality system.
Let us start by considering the situation in which the old parties face a strong new party. Two alternative scenarios may arise. In the first scenario, the old parties coexist in what the literature calls a non-Duvergerian equilibrium: either their electoral strength is balanced and voters are hence unable to determine around which one of them they should coordinate to defeat the socialist party; or voters have such intense preferences that they deliberately eschew strategic voting. incentives to shed the current plurality system, regardless of whether they are locked or not in a non-Duvergerian equilibrium. In figure 2A , L 1 and C 1 have a roughly similar number of votes. In figure 2B , C 2 enjoys a dominant position. Yet, in neither case will voters desert any of the two parties to stop S. In fact, it is S that is most damaged by strategic voting. This pattern fits the cases of Canada and the USA.
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[ Figures 2A and 2B] B. The single-member dual-ballot system as the point of departure. In a two-rounds system, where the coordination around two candidates gets postponed to the second ballot, the incentives to shift (or not) to PR can be shown to be rather similar to those under the single-member plurality system.
If the new party is weak, the ruling elite will not shift to PR. Regardless of whether all the candidates competing in the first round or only a limited number of them may go into the runoff election, the emergence of a small Socialist party does not alter the old party system. In the second-round election, the first-round socialist voters will be very likely to vote for their second-ranked candidate.
If the Socialist party is strong and there is one dominant nonsocialist party, the latter has no incentives to abandon the dual-ballot arrangement. As a matter of fact, the incentives to shift to PR are even lower than under a pure plurality system. The first electoral round serves to eliminate the contending nonsocialist party without political costs. Either because only the two top parties are legally entitled to go into the runoff election or because voters now know with absolute certainty for which nonsocialist party they should rationally vote, the dominant nonsocialist force can become the only nonsocialist party in parliament without having to lose any election. Instead, in a single-member plurality system, unless all the nonsocialist voters shift automatically to the party with higher electoral chances, the nonsocialist dominant party may have to endure one electoral defeat before getting all the right-wing votes to beat the Socialist party.
Finally, if the Socialist party is strong and the parties of the Right are similar in strength, they have strong incentives to shift to PR. Take again the example described in figure 1B . In the first round, both L 1 and C 1 will get 25 percent of the vote each and S will get 50 percent (that is, one vote short of the absolute majority). Although S may still be beaten in the second round, one of the old parties (either L 1 or C 1 ) will lose all parliamentary representation. This outcome will take place either because legally only the two top candidates can make it into the runoff or because all the nonsocialist voters coalesce around one party. 16 This case can be stated more precisely. Under a dual-ballot system and fully balanced nonsocialist forces, the odds that the old governing party will disappear are exactly one half. 17 Under these conditions, it is easy to see that it takes only a very slightly risk-averse party to shift to PR.
[ Figure 3 here]
The decision to shift to PR is even stronger if the nonsocialist camp is more fragmented. forming a Conservative-Monarchist cabinet), any deal to introduce universal suffrage will be linked to a shift to PR.
Trade and Proportional Representation
Taking a rather different approach, Rogowski (1987) concludes that "the more an economically advanced state relies on external trade, the more it will be drawn to the use of PR, a parliamentary system, and large districts." (204) The adoption of a PR system by a "trade-dependent economy" is desirable for two separate reasons. On the one hand, by inducing the formation of a strong party system that 'integrates' and restrains particular interests, PR insulates the state from protectionist interests and enhances its autonomy before rent-seeking groups. On the other hand, in interaction with "the surrounding envelope of societal forces," PR induces more political and policy stability. As a result,
political elites in open economies "will be drawn" into embracing PR, either by their own conscious choice (since PR is a priori seen as advantageous) or by the imperative of trade-dependent states (since those that have not adopted PR will collapse or perish in the long run).
Rogowski's theoretical claims seem, however, tenuous. Even though PR systems are well correlated to strong party-group linkages (Powell 1982: 82 ff.) , the former did not lead to the latter. On the contrary, the adoption of PR followed the formation of fragmented but cohesive political parties (derived from previous social cleavages) (Rokkan 1970 , Sartori 1966 ) -a fact in line with our previous discussion. Moreover, PR encourages higher levels of party fragmentation (Taagapera and Shugart 1989 , Ordeshook and Shvestova 1994 , Neto and Cox 1997 . If, according to collective action theory, the multiplication of (non-encompassing) groups eventually leads to suboptimal results, such as higher transactions costs, distributional coalitions and lower social welfare (Olson 1982) , PR cannot be said to reduce rent-seeking behavior. Finally, even if PR leads to a political system structured around parties rather than interest groups, its low entry barriers may precisely favor the institutionalization of those interest groups into powerful party machines.
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Electoral Rules as Generators of Political Stability
In response to a first stream of works that insisted on the beneficial effects that the plurality rule had for governmental responsiveness and political stability (Hermens 1941; partly Downs 1957) , a more recent literature has emphasized that PR constitutes the most adequate system to govern (and will be therefore adopted by) any society with high degrees of political segmentation (Lijphart 1977) . In allowing for the fair participation of all the country's political sectors, PR becomes a necessary pre-condition for both civil peace and consociational practices to occur. As noted by Rokkan, "it was no accident that the earliest moves toward proportional representation came in the ethnically most heterogeneous European countries [...] In linguistically and religiously divided societies majority elections could clearly threaten the continued existence of the political system. The introduction of some element of minority representation came to be seen as an essential step in a strategy of territorial consolidation. " (1970: 157) In homogeneous polities, by contrast, plurality rule can remain in place safely. Since its coordinating effects do not entail the suppression of minority representation, it does not jeopardize the basis of the political order. Although this explanation carries some weight, I show later that the presence of minorities leads to PR conditional on both their geographical distribution and the use of alternative mechanisms of representation (such as federalism).
THE MEASUREMENT OF ELECTORAL SYSTEMS The Dependent Variable: The Effective Electoral Threshold
Electoral systems are the composite of different rules regulating the access of citizens to suffrage, the number and use of votes by voters, the number and size of electoral districts, the introduction of thresholds and bonuses, and the allocation mechanisms employed to transform votes into seats. This complexity makes it particularly difficult to gauge the extent to which each electoral system encourages 19 For a full discussion of Rogowski's theory and its empirical test, see the author (1992).
strategic behavior among voters and elites. Nonetheless, the literature on electoral systems has recently developed the variable of 'effective threshold' to calculate the number of votes each party needs to secure representation under each electoral law and, more generally, to determine the extent to which the electoral law distorts the proportional representation of voters' preferences (Taagapera and Shugart 1989, Lijphart 1994 ).
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As is readily apparent, the percentage of votes a party needs to gain representation is not a specific number but a range of possibilities, which, for each electoral system, are a function of the strength and fragmentation of the remaining parties. This range goes from the threshold of inclusion, that is, the minimum percentage of the vote that gives a party a seat under the most favorable circumstances (that the rest of the parties are extremely fragmented), to the threshold of exclusion, that is, the maximum percentage of the vote that, under the most unfavorable conditions (having an opposition party gathering all the remaining vote), is still insufficient for a party to obtain representation. A single-member plurality system provides a straightforward illustration of these different thresholds. With 4 candidates competing for the seat, the threshold of inclusion is 25 per cent -any candidate that gets a bit more than this percentage gets the seat if the other three candidates split the other votes in equal parts. The threshold of exclusion, however, will be 50 per cent -a consequence of having the rest of the vote concentrated on a single alternative candidate. The literature calculates the inclusion and exclusion thresholds on the basis of the (average) district magnitude (which includes the possibility of having compensatory seats in secondary districts) and the presence of a legal threshold.
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The threshold of inclusion (Tincl), which depends on the average number of parties that are assumed to run in each district, is equal to the highest of one of the following figures: (1) the legal threshold (that is, the legally stipulated minimum 20 Taagapera and Shugart (1989) , Ordeshook and Shvetsova (1994) and Amorim Neto and Cox (1997) employ instead the measure of 'effective magnitude'. Since the effective threshold is the reverse of the effective magnitude, both measures should be seen as "two sides of the same coin." (Lijphart 1994: 12) 21 More specifically, in any electoral system, the threshold of exclusion (Texcl) is calculated as Texcl = 100 / M+1, that is, the total percentage of votes divided by the number of seats (M) in the district plus one (where one stands for the fact that there is only one single party running against the candidate in the district).
percentage parties have to get to be entitled to get seats); (2) Tinclusion = 100 / 2M (Lijphart 1994: 26 ff.). (In a different approximation, Taagapera and Shugart (1989: 274-277 ) calculate it as Tinclusion = 100 / Mp, where p is parties and p is assumed to be M+1. Using this latter formula to calculate the dependent variable does not alter the econometric results of this article.)
The 'effective threshold,' that the literature calculates as an average of the inclusion and exclusion thresholds ( Lijphart 1994; Taagapera and Shugart 1989) , can be thus defined as the level of support that, for each electoral system, secures parliamentary representation to any party, with a probability of at least 50 per cent. The effective threshold of single-member plurality and dual-ballot districts is 35 per cent. 22 In a system with four-seat districts and no legal threshold (the average case in Ireland), the effective threshold is 17 per cent. In a 100-seats district, the effective threshold becomes a mere 0.75 per cent. Appendix A lists the cases under study as well as the set of variables employed in the article. Figures 7 and 8 graph the evolution of the effective threshold in unstable political systems. Figure   7 shows those countries that, once they moved to universal suffrage, hardly changed their electoral system. In spite of suffering an episode of democratic breakdown in the interwar period, that some authors have associated with extreme PR rules, Italy and Germany have always maintained low thresholds. After WWII, Germany raised it moderately; Italy followed the reverse path. Yet in both cases the effective threshold has never exceeded the figure of 7.5 per cent. With the exception of the relatively proportional system imposed by the Allies in the 1946 elections, Japan has always employed a semi-PR system (with an effective threshold slightly above 16 per cent before and after WWII). 
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS Sample
The evolution of the effective electoral threshold over time can be summarized as follows. After a period of plurality/majority rule, the transformation of the electoral arena pushed many (but not all) countries to embrace PR rules. Once the 'shock' of universal suffrage was absorbed, electoral thresholds have hardly changed. As a matter of fact, they have not been modified at all in stable democratic regimes. 2. A second sample adds, to the cases in the first sample, those countries where democracy was restored after 1945: Austria 1949 -90, France 1945 -90, Germany 1949 -90, Greece 1946 -67, Greece 1975 -90, Italy 1946 -90, Japan 1946 -90, Portugal 1975 -90 and Spain 1977 . This sample has 31 observations.
Explanatory Variables
I specify the different explanatory theories discussed in section 1 as follows:
(1) To test the impact of the ruling parties' calculations on the electoral structure, I develop the following variables: (d) the year in which male universal suffrage was introduced, in the expectation that the earlier it was introduced, the more capable the old parties would be to control the electoral arena and the less likely they would be to shift to PR.
Notice that, if the discussion in section 1 is correct, the higher the variable 'threat', the more likely any country will be to shift to PR. As summarized in table 1 above, the following two conditions could also explain on their own why PR was eventually introduced by the old parties in power: (i) the presence of very high levels of socialist vote, since even if conservatives had been able to merge into a single party, the winner-take-all nature of the plurality system could still deliver a socialist absolute majority in parliament; (ii) an extraordinary degree of fractionalization within the nonsocialist camp, which, again, under non-PR rules, could lead an essentially weak socialist party to gather a parliamentary majority. Still, these two extreme conditions were exceptional: at the beginning of the interwar period, the average level of socialist vote was 22.5 per cent and the average effective number of non-socialist parties hovered around 3. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that the transformation of electoral rules was mainly (2) To test the theories discussed at the end of the first section, I consider:
(a) The impact of openness, measured by the log value of the sum of exports and imports as a proportion of GDP during the first years of the interwar period and at the time the new democratic regimes were established after 1945. 33 29 I have also operationalized the effective number of parties as N for systems that had plurality rule and N-1 for countries with runoff elections since the fractionalization of the nonsocialist camp may have to be higher in the dual-ballot system than under plurality rule to secure the victory of a socialist party and therefore to push the old parties to shift to PR. This alternative operationalization of fractionalization (not reported in tables 2 and 3) leads to very similar results to the use of N.
30 Australia 1902 , Canada 1921 , Ireland 1922 , Japan 1928 , New Zealand 1919 , Spain 1931 , United Kingdom 1918 and USA 1904 32 Denmark 1918 , Finland 1907 , Luxembourg 1919 , Netherlands 1919 , Norway 1918 and Sweden 1921 Employing the results of the prior election in each country does not change the results (Finland is not used in this case because its elections before 1906 encompassed only 4 per cent of the adult population). In Iceland the first elections with complete universal suffrage (that is, after the exclusion of people under public assistance was abolished) were held in 1934. A semi-PR system had been already introduced in 1920 (leading to an effective threshold of 11.3 per cent) and more proportional measures were enacted in 1942. Employing the results of 1942 does not change the results in tables 2 and 3. 33 The measure is taken from Mitchell (1975 Mitchell ( , 1982 Mitchell ( , 1983 .
(b) The size of the country, measured as (1) the log value of the population, and (2) table 2 ). Both threat (the interaction of socialist vote and conservative fragmentation) and geographical area are statistically significant. Population and trade are not statistically significant. 37 Although the index of ethnic and religious diversity has no statistical significance either, its 34 Both indices measure the likelihood that two randomly selected members of a given country will belong to different ethnic or linguistic (or religious in the second index) groups and are calculated using the Rae index of fractionalization. 35 The same models have been tested using a dichotomous variable (that takes the value of 1 if the country decided to shift to PR and 0 otherwise) as a dependent variable.
The results confirm the model tested in tables 2 and 3. 36 The year in which universal suffrage was introduced has no statistical significance and a coefficient opposite in sign to our theoretical expectations. This result may be in line with Przeworski (1975) , who shows that most voters had well defined political identities before their actual electoral mobilization took place --this would have reduced the impact that the timing of universal suffrage may have had on electoral rule-making and would explain why there is no apparent relationship between male universal suffrage and the likelihood of adopting PR. This variable has not been included in the results. 37 Given that trade and geographical area are correlated, a joint F-test is in order. It shows that openness is not statistically significant. coefficient has the right sign: the more ethnically and religiously fragmented a country, the lower the electoral threshold. 38 When we drop trade, population and fragmentation, threat and geographical size alone still explain 61 per cent of the variance --the corrected r 2 is 0.58 (these results are not reported in any table) .
The Impact of Threat
As predicted, the higher the threat faced by the old ruling parties, the lower the new electoral threshold. Based on the results in table 2, column 1, table 4 simulates the level of the effective threshold once universal suffrage is introduced for different levels of socialist strength and conservative fragmentation. 39 The effective threshold stays close to 30 per cent (a value equivalent to having singlemember districts) when there are two main conservative parties and the socialist alternative is weak (the American case). For low levels of socialist vote, growing nonsocialist fragmentation leads to a mild reduction in effective thresholds: from around 29 per cent to 24 per cent (the equivalent of an average district magnitude of 2.5 seats). In turn, holding constant the effective number of conservative parties, socialist vote drives the threshold down from 29 per cent to around 22 per cent. Although socialism is a threat, the ruling parties are still unified enough to take advantage of a relatively disproportional system.
Above all, the simulation shows the powerful interactive effect of both variables. With a socialist party just balloting 20 per cent of the vote and 4 nonsocialist parties, the threshold falls by 10 points from 31.5
(the level with no socialist party) to 22 per cent. With very high levels of fragmentation and a strong socialist party, the ruling parties move decisively to pure-PR systems. Germany fits quite well this case.
In 1913 the SPD polled 34 per cent of the vote and the effective number of conservative parties was 6.
The 1919 German effective threshold was 1.84 per cent. 38 An important strand of the literature, dating back to Almond (1956) , distinguishes between homogeneous and heterogeneous political cultures. To test its effects, I have built a dummy variable that, following Lijphart's work (Lijphart 1977) , takes the value of 1 for Anglo-American and Scandinavian countries as well as West Germany. It is not statistically significant. 39 For the simulation, the log of geographical area has been set to 3 (around 600,000 km 2 ) and trade openness, population and ethnic and religious fragmentation have been set at their mean values.
[ Table 4 here] Column 2 (in both tables 2 and 3) turns to explore the robustness of the variable 'threat'. It drops trade, population and ethnic fragmentation (which were not statistically significant in column 1) and adds, as separate variables, the two interactive terms of threat. The variable threat is still highly significant. Its coefficient goes up; this should be expected since the interactive term is well correlated with both of its components. 40 Notice that, against our theoretical expectations, the coefficients of socialism and conservative fragmentation are positive. A joint F-test shows that neither left nor fractionalization are statistically significant. Thus, the overall results of column 2 and particularly the statistical strength of interactive term show that, in line with the thrust of the argument in section 1, it is the size of threat that operates as the fundamental factor in determining the choice of the electoral threshold.
Size, Trade and Internal Fragmentation
Geographical area explains part of the variation in electoral thresholds as well. 41 The bigger the country, the higher the electoral threshold.We cannot exclude the possibility that size itself determines the choice of the electoral regime. Size has been previously advanced as an explanatory variable in politics (Dahl and Tufte 1973) . The coordinating consequences of plurality rule may be particularly valuable for large, fragmented countries. It is more likely, however, that size proxies other explanatory variables.
Size may be capturing the impact of openness. Geographical area is highly correlated with trade: the Pearson's coefficient is -0.85 for the interwar sample and -0.68 for the whole sample. Still, the claim is dubious given the poor statistical performance of trade once we enter size (see results in column 1).
Size is, above all, a proxy for the way in which ethnic and linguistic fragmentation affects each country and the means elites devise to deal with it. Consider figure 9, which displays the relationship between ethnic and religious fragmentation and geographical size. The graph shows a concave relationship (particularly if we exclude Luxembourg). Medium-sized nations such as Sweden and the United Kingdom have low fractionalization scores. Fragmentation turns out to be especially high in either very small (Switzerland, Belgium and the Netherlands) or very large countries (Australia, Canada and the USA).
[ Figure 9 here]
The institutional response to fragmentation varied, however, across the sample of fragmented nations. In small countries, political elites have introduced PR rules to acommodate ethnic and religious minorities. By contrast, in extremely large countries, such as Australia, Canada and the USA, PR has not been adopted. Why did not fragmentation lead to PR in very large countries?
Arguing that there was no pressure to embrace PR to secure minority representation because ethnic and linguistic fragmentation in America and Australasia (a by-product of the large-scale migrations of the 19th century) did not crystallize, unlike Europe, in specific political cleavages is unconvincing.
Although this explanation may be valid for Australia and even the USA, it does not fit the Canadian case.
A more satisfactory explanation (that accepts, in a qualified manner, the importance of minority representation) must consider, instead, both the geographical distribution of minorities and the adoption of alternative mechanisms to represent them. In many small European nations, where religious (and, sometimes, linguistic) cleavages tend to be distributed uniformly across the country, the maintenance of a single-member single-ballot system clearly would have benefitted the strongest minority over the other minorities. Accordingly, either for the sake of civil peace or mere survival, the old ruling parties avoided a system (plurality rule) that would have suppressed minority representation. By contrast, in very large countries, where ethnic and religious minorities tend to be concentrated in specific regions or provinces, PR is not necessary to secure the political participation of any significant ethnic or linguistic group.
Canada is a case in point. In spite of having a plurality system, the Québécois interests are represented in Ottawa. 42 Even if a country is extremely heterogeneous at the national level, whenever its regions and local districts are rather homogeneous, a different set of mechanisms-such as federalism and a strict separation of powers-can successfully secure the representation of political minorities and hence make PR superfluous. 43 In short, under certain conditions, federalism operates as a (quasi-perfect) substitute for PR and minimizes any potential pressures to abandon a plurality/majority system.
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To measure the impact of fragmentation controlling for size I develop the variable 'Fragmentation * Area Dummy' where 'Area Dummy' is 0 for countries bigger than 450,000 km 2 , 1 otherwise. Column 3 (in tables 2 and 3) reports a regression including 'threat' and this new interactive term. Both variables are statistically significant. For small and medium-sized countries, fragmentation increases the chances of adopting a PR system. Other things being equal, a highly fragmented country (such as Switzerland) should have a threshold 17 points lower than a homogeneous country (such as Japan).
CONCLUSION
Three historical periods can be distinguished in the evolution of electoral regimes in the advanced world over the last century. During the era of limited suffrage of the 19th century, plurality/majority rule was consistently used across all nations. At the turn of the century, the old consensus around the singlemember system broke down. While Anglo-Saxon countries preserved the plurality rule, most nations in continental Europe embraced PR. Finally, the 1920s ushered a new era of remarkable stability in the structure of electoral regimes. In the last eight decades, major changes in electoral rules have been limited parliament. By contrast, within some cantons, such as Geneva and Ticino, where different social groups were more likely to overlap, political clashes over the electoral system already emerged in the mid-19th century (Carstairs 1980: 135-46) .
to France, Greece and (to some extent) Spain.
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The selection (and preservation) of different electoral rules can be traced to the strategic decisions that the current ruling parties, foreseeing the coordinating consequences of different electoral systems, make to maximize their representation in parliament. As long as both the electoral arena in which they compete hardly changes and the electoral system serves them well, the ruling parties have no incentives to modify any electoral norm. Nonetheless, the sudden transformation of the electoral market and a corresponding increase in the degree of uncertainty are likely to trigger a change in the electoral regime. 
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The degree to which the ruling parties decide to modify the current electoral rules depends then on the extent to which the latter undermine the former's political viability in the new electoral arena. This is, in turn, a function of two main conditions: the strength of the new parties and the capacity the old ruling parties have to coordinate among themselves to block the growth of new parties. On the one hand, if the new entrants are strong, the old parties shift to PR whenever they are locked into a 'nonDuvergerian equilibrium'. This situation takes place when the old parties are either tied in votes or are supported by strongly committed voters. Since elite or voter coordination around one of the old parties is 45 Italy and New Zealand have also introduced changes very recently. 46 The instability of the electoral systems is strongly related in those cases to the characteristics of the party system. Between 1945 and 1970, the instability of voter support for French parties was two and a half times greater that the average in other advanced democracies (Rose and Urwin 1970). More generally, the Pearson's coefficient of correlation between total volatility in vote shares and the standard variation of the effective threshold in the sample of OECD nations in 1900-1980 is 0.74. Total volatity is computed [3
, where n is the number of the parties in the system and p i is the electoral support in percentage for party i at time t and t+1. See Bartolini and Mair (1990) for a detailed discussion of this measure. extremely unlikely to happen, the current government abandons plurality/majority rule to avoid the extraordinary costs it imposes on weak candidates. This matches the decision to embrace PR in most European small countries. On the other hand, even if the new parties command high levels of support, there are no incentives to shift to PR if one of the old parties enjoys a dominant position among the old electorate. Under this circumstance, which fits the British case, the dominant party rationally expects to become the focal point around which all the old voters will cluster to block the victory of the new party. And, finally, why did it take so long to establish stable party systems and electoral rules in countries like France or Greece? Responding to these questions (as well as examining the bargaining rounds among elites that led to different institutional solutions) requires a historical analysis that lies beyond the scope of this article. The model presented here, however, should be taken as providing the theoretical foundations to complete such work.
In the second place, this paper has examined the choice of electoral rules in advanced democracies, that is, in countries where, first, the government could predict with some certainty the future structure of electoral competition; second, parties had, in most cases, become national; and, finally, parliamentary and semipresidential systems were (excluding the USA) the norm. Since the choice of an electoral system in a developing country that embraces democracy for the first time or after a very long period of authoritarianism may not meet these conditions, our predictions ought to change correspondingly. First, under conditions of very high uncertainty about the structure of the electoral arena, the ruling elite will select the electoral system mostly to minimize risks --and therefore it will lean toward a mixed or pure PR system. Second, if parties are collections of local notables, there might be an incentive to embrace single-member districts or multi-member districts where voters have as many votes as seats since these structures strengthen local ties and patronage politics. 47 Third, the choice of electoral systems is likely to be affected by the type of transition to democracy. PR (and a weak presidency) will be more likely in those countries were democracy has been imposed from below. By contrast, in those places where the old elite has liberalized the regime while controlling significant resources, a high electoral threshold will be more common. 48 Finally, given that newly democratizing countries vote a new constitution ex nihilo, the electoral law will be particularly shaped by the broad constitutional framework -the powers of executive and assembly as well as the level of decentralization -finally chosen. As shown in examining the impact of ethnic and religious diversity, the degree of proportionality of the electoral system will be in part conditional on the use of alternative mechanisms, such as federalism, to manage conflict and fulfill the goal of fair political representation. b Strength of socialism. Proportion of votes (from 0 to 1) for socialist and communist parties in first elections contested under universal male suffrage. Source: Mackie and Rose (1991) . , where p i is the fractional share of every nonsocialist party i. For a definition and discussion of N, see Taagapera and Shugart (1989) , pages 79-80. Own estimations based on data from Mackie and Rose (1991) . Results are derived from results in table 2, column 1. The log of geographical area has been set to 3 and trade openness, population and ethnic fragmentation have been set at their mean values. In parenthesis, the standard error of estimates. 
